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The recent death o f Edgar Viernes brings
the total number o f student deaths to fíve
within the last three months.
Emily R ancer
M USTANCi DAUY

Edgar Richard Viernes, an electrical engineering
junior, died Friday as a result of a car accident on
Foothill Houlevard near O ’C'onnor Way. He is the
fifth C'al Poly student to die in the last three
months.
“He was just a great person, really easy-going,”
said Alex Aldania, an electrical engineering senior
who was friends with Viernes. “He was really kind
and genuine — that’s probably the thing I’ll
remember most about him.”
Viernes was in a car driven by his roommate,
computer engineering sophomore Patrick
Mariano, when a dog ran across
the street. Mariano swerved to
avoid it, causing the car to spin
out of control and into a large
tree on the east shoulder,
according to a San Luis Obispo
Police
Department
press
release.
“I was in the car with Edgar
minutes before he died,” said
Chirag Patel, an electrical engi
Edgar Viernes
neering junior who had known
Viernes for a year and a half. “He and Patrick
dropped me otT, turned the corner, and then I guess
they crashed. 1 still can’t believe it.”
Viernes was transported to Sierra Vista Hospital
where he died from his injuries.
Mariano was transported to French Hospital
where he was treated for major injuries and
released later.
“We were supposed to study the next day,” Patel
said. “And then (Edgar) never showed up for the
test. I thought he had slept through it, so I kept call
ing and calling him. When I found out, I was com
pletely shocked.”
Memorial plans are still uncertain but will likely
take place in Santa Clarita where Viernes is from.
“Every single person who knew him liked him,”
said Hiran Patel, one ofViernes’ closest friends who
is a political science senior at UC Irvine. “There
wasn’t a single person who knew him and didn’t
like him.”
Viernes’ death comes less than three weeks after
freshman Enrique Jimenez died Sept. 22 during an
orientation program at Montaña de Oro State Park.
"
see Viernes, page 2
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Streets lined with classic cars, food and game booths
and live music are all things that trigger memories of car
shows. This weekend, Pismo had its own show to make
some memories for the people of the city.
The event lasted three days and each one was different.
“Saturday is the main day, that’s when most the spec
tators come out,” said Les Davidson, 64, owner of the
show.
Friday was for registration and for the vendors to set
up their booths, said Davidson. However, the nighttime
was when “the party gets started,” he said.The night came
with live entertainment and food at the Hot Rod Bar
and Grill, a large booth set up in the beach parking lot.
Though Friday night is fun, Saturday is full of attrac-
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see Cars, page 2

SLO kicks ofFRideshare Week; students weigh options
ly ie r Wise
MUSTANL, DAILY

As traffic congestion and lack of ade
quate parking continues to grow at Cal
Poly, San Luis Obispo County aims to ease
the overcrowding this week. Today marks
the beginning of Rideshare Week — the
county’s annual campaign to promote car
pooling and alternative means of trans
portation. In conjunction with Cal Poly,

SLO Regional Rideshare and the Air
Pollution Control District of San Luis
Obispo, Rideshare Week (Oct. 16 to 20) is
the county’s attempt to encourage both
students and workers to carpool, ride the
bus, bicycle, or walk to school or work in
order to alleviate city-wide traffic conges
tion and air pollution.
“Rideshare Week is a great time for our
community to explore the road less traveled,”

said Lisa Quinn, program coordinator for
SLO Rideshare, in a press release. “With gas
prices at an all-time high, it is important for
us to get creative about how we use our lim
ited resources.”
As an incentive to encourage faculty and
student participation. Cal Poly and San Luis
Obispo County will also provide prizes,
including a grand prize— a trip around the
see Rideshare, page 2

Career Services and
the Women’s Center team up to
discuss what young women
want their lives to look like and
where their careers will fit in.

W hat: Arianna Huffington will

open a speaker series with her
talk “A Political Update: Focus
on California.”The event is free
and open to the pubUc.

From a mechanical
bull to a “super mega obstacle
course,” ASl Events ofifen some
thing for everyone at this fire
event called “E)usk til Dawn.”

WlWfi: Tuesday, Oct. 17 from

Whan: Thursday, Oct. 19 at 7

Whan: Thursday, Oct. 19 at 8

11 a.m. to noon

p.m.

p.m. until Friday, Oct. 20 at 2
a.m.

Whan:

Whera: The Women’s Center

W haia: Spanos Theater
Whara: The Rec Center

For mora Info: Check outwww. homecoming, calpoly. edu.

What:

DAR

Classic cars
lined the
streets and
pier of Pismo
Beach over
the weekend,
attracting
people from
all over
California in
hopes of see
ing and
showing cars
from
throughout
the century.

C hristina Casci

in UU 217

What:

For mora Info: Conuct Pat
For mora Info: Contact Career

Services at (805) 756-2501.

Harris at (805) 542-0455.

Call
ASl
Events at (805) 756-8119.
For mora Info:

Parents, alumni and
locals are invited to attend the
football game on Saturday and
the dedication ceremony of the
Spanos Stadium, among other
scheduled events.
W hat:

Friday, Oct. 20
Saturday, Oct. 21.
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have died since July, though only
one was actively enrolled.
Morton said that in the four
continued from page I
“This has been one of the more years he has worked in Student
sad and troublesome starts to the Affairs, he has h.id to deal with at
school year,” said Cornel Morton, least one student death per year, hut
vice president for Student Affairs. “nothing quite like this.”
“This is not understood to be part
Reporter Sara Hamilton contrihiitcd to
of the regular university life.”
Three other C!al I’oly students this article.

Viernes

Cars
continued from page I
BRENNAN ANGEl. musianc; IMII.Y

Rideshare Week runs until Friday and is an effort to alleviate city-wide traffic congestion and air pollution.

Rideshare
continued from page 1

world — and several smaller prizes tor
those who pledge to participate dur
ing Rideshare Week.
However, some Cal Foly students
say Rideshare Week is a meaningtul
exercise that will help reduce highway
and intercity tratfic as well as environ
mental stress regardless of the incen
tives.
“1 think its (Rideshare Week) a
good idea if it helps promote alterna
tive modes of transportation, espe
cially those that don’t have any
adverse etfects on the environment,”
said C'hristy Uedayan, a biological sci
ences junior who rides her bike to
Cal Foly. “Hut for those that have no
choice, carpooling or using the bus
should be something that every stu
dent tries to takes advantage of,
regardless of Rideshare Week,” she

According to an online poll con
ducted on the Mustang Daily Web
site. It would appear that students are
doing just that.
When asked,“What do you use for
alternative transportation?” 17 percent
responded that they use a skateboard
to get to school, 25 percent ride the
bus, 25 percent walk to school and 33
percent ride a bicycle. Information
concerning how many people take
advantage of carpooling was not
included in the poll.
Yet it is very apparent, by the early
morning traffic congestion at Foothill
Boulevard, California Street, and
Grand Avenue, that there is large por
tion of the student and faculty popu
lation that still drive to Cal Foly. And
though many say they would prefer
to participate during Rideshare
Week, many students and faculty
simply live too far away to ride a

bicycle or ride the bus, while others
say they can’t find anyone to carpool
with.
“I would definitely like to help out
by carpooling with my roommates or
friends, hut there isn’t an opportunity
to because we all go to class at differ
ent times,” said Fatrick Trautinan, a
mechanical engineering senior who
drives to C^al Foly. “I ride a bike to
school every once in a while though,
and I would definitely like to do that
instead of driving to class because
parking is becoming such a bitch,”
said Trautman.
In any event, if any students and
faculty can and would like to partic
ipate to help reduce the load of traf
fic and emissions during Rideshare
Week, check out Rideshare’s Web
site at www.rideshare.org to learn
more about the campaign and avail
able prizes. The deadline to pledge is
Oct. 20.

tions. Most of the day a I )j plays,
said Davidson. “There is a magic
show and definitely karaoke on
Saturday,” he said.
The activities were interesting,
but the main reason for the week
end was the cars; the streets were
lined with cars from several eras.
Muscle cars were the main ones
out there, said Davidson. “They are
mostly three makes: Chevy, Ford
and Chrysler.
few others come,
but that is what most are,” he said.
Saturday was for spectators, but
Sunday was the most important
day for the owners as the cars were
judged and trophies were aw'arded
for prizes such as best in show.
Everyday, cars lined the pier,
beach parking lot and streets of
Fismo. “1 really liked that there
were cars on the pier,” said nutri
tion junior Maeve Blessing. “There
is an incredible view of the ocean.”
This weekend, only 25,(MK) to
30,(KM) spectators were expected to
show up. said Davidson. “The rain
will probably keep them from
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coming out,” he said.
However, it didn't keep every
one from attending. “It’s so pretty
out here and it’s totally different
than anything else I’ve been to,”
Blessing said. “My favorite car was
the blue Belair and 1 loved the ket
tle corn stand.”
The show has been happening
in Fismo for two years, said
Davidson. In June, the same com
pany. Just O u z in ’ Froductions, puts
on a weeklong show in the same
location. The company has put on
four shows total since they received
the license, he said.
In June, 125,000 people showed
up to the show called the Fismo
Beach Classic.
So far, there have not been any
conflicts during the shows, said
Davidson. “This is very tightly
controlled and we have strict rules
that nobody gets outside of,” he
said. In all four shows, no insur
ance claims have been filed, he
said.
“The people that show up at the
shows are typically car people,” said
Davidson. “They don’t get too
wild.” he said.
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C u ltu re and Design
Revitalizing Historic Rio de Janeiro
D e n is e d e A lc a n ta ra
Architect PhD Candidate
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro

College of Architecture and Environmental Design
_^ty and Regional Planning Department
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LOS ANGELES (AP) —
An employee has filed suit against
Harbor-UCLA Medical Center,
alleging that managers used hos
pital money to buy personal
items and retaliated against him
when he tried to expose the
theft.
Patrick Porch contends his co
workers bought hundreds of
high-end home improvement
items — including bathroom fix
tures, kitchen knives and a 94gallon fish pond — with HarborUCLA funds.
The federal complaint, filed
last week, claims the purchases
were approved by hospital Chief
Executive Tecla A. MickosefF.
• • •
SACRAM ENTO (AP) —
The California State University
system is one of the greenest in
the nation, using enough wind,
solar and geothermal energy to
power 6,1(X) homes, according to
new
rankings
by
the
Environmental
Protection
Agency.
The university system came in
second only to the University of
Pennsylvania on the agency’s
Green Power Partners, a list of
top 10 colleges and universities
using alternative energy.
Efforts at Chico State
University helped lead the
charge. Rooftops of the universi
ty’s gymnasium and Yolo Hall
were recently fitted with two
large-scale solar arrays.
Ba.sed on national average util
ity emis-sions rates, the EPA esti
mates CSU’s purchase of nearly
75 million kilowatt-hours of
green energy is equivalent to pre
venting the production of 105
million pounds of carbon dioxide
or the amount of emissions creat
ed by 10,(KX) cars annually.

W ASHINGTON (AP) —
The US. on Sunday pressed
China to enforce the U N . pun
ishment against North Korea and
use economic leverage to per
suade the communist ally to
renounce its nuclear weapons pro
gram and rejoin international dis
armament talks. The chief US.
diplomat readied for talks in Asia,
aware of concerns that the
Security Council’s resolution
might enfiarne tensions among
countries already on edge from
North Korea’s claimed nuclear test
Oct. 9.
• • •
BONAPARTE, Iowa (AP)
— A 22-year-old man has been
charged with murdering his par
ents and three teenage sisters at
their home in southeastern Iowa, a
sheriff’s office said Sunday.
Shawn Bender is accused of
gunning down five family mem
bers and faces five counts of firstdegree murder, the Van Buren
County SherifTs Office said. He is
being held on a $2.5 million bond
at the Adams County jail in
Quincy, 111.
The victims were found early
Saturday near Bonaparte, accord
ing to the sherifTs office. They
were identified as Michael
Bender, 53; his wife, Sandra, 47;
and their daughters Sheena, 17;
Shelby, 15; and Shayne, 14.
• •
W ASHINGTON (AP) —
Two leading Republican senators
called Sunday for a new strategy in
Iraq, saying the situadon in getting
worse and leaving the United
States with few options. Sens.
Chuck Hagel of Nebraska and
John Warner of Virginia are part
of the growing list of Republicans
who are speaking out against
President Bush’s current plan for
Iraq as U.S. cisualties rise.

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
At least 83 people were killed
during a two-day spree of sectar
ian revenge killings, as Iraq’s gov
ernment said Sunday it was
indefinitely postponing a muchanticipated national reconcilia
tion conference. Separately, the
U.S. military reported the deaths
of a Marine and four soldiers.
• • •
KASSAB, Sudan (AP) —
Refugees in the camps scattered
across Darfur live in fear, saying
the African Union peacekeeping
mission does little to protect
them even as rising violence is
driving away crucial humanitari
an aid.
“You have been here for three
years now, and what have you
done for us?’’ a tribal leader bit
terly asked a delegation of AU
soldiers and police that came to
the Kassab refugee camp last
week.
As they often must, the peace
keepers patiently explained to
camp delegates that they had
come to Darfur only to monitor
the violence and have no man
date to fight it.
• • •
LO N D O N (AP) — A British
government minister joined an
increasingly bitter debate about
the rights of Muslim women to
veil their faces, saying a teaching
assistant should be fired for insist
ing on wearing one in school.
Phil Woolas, the government’s
Race and Faith minister, was
quoted by the Sunday Mirror
newspaper as demanding that
Aishah Azmi, a Muslim teaching
assistant, be fired for refusing to
remove her veil at work.
“She should be sacked. She has
put herself in a position where
she can’t do her job,’’Woolas said.
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P o p e p ro c la im s
fo u r n e w sa in ts
Frances D ’E m ilio
A s s o c ia t f .i ) P k e s s

A French nun who provided
education to pioneers on the
American frontier and a Mexican
bishop who fought anti-clerical
policies in the 1920s were among
four new saints named by the pope
Sunday.
Also included in the new roll call
of saints named by Pope Benedict
XVI were two Italians; a nun who
advocated public schooling for girls
in late 17th century Italy and a
priest who was a trailblazer for
education of the deaf.
“The Church rejoices in the
four new saints,’’ Benedict told a
crowd of several thousand people
at the ceremony in St. Peter’s
Square. “May their example inspire
us and their prayers obtain for us
guidance and courage.’’
Ailing Chicago Cardinal Francis
George was among those celebrat
ing mass on the steps o f St. Peter’s
Basilica. He and other Americans
were there to honor M other
Theodore Guerin, one of the new
saints, who established St. Mary-ofthe-Woods College for women in
Indiana in 1841.
Despite decades of poor health,
Guerin, who was born in 1798, set
out with a handful o f fellow
French nuns for Indiana, where
they founded a simple log-cabin
chapel. For years, she resisted a
local bishop’s opposition to her
plans to establish a local communi
ty o f nuns.
“ M other Theodore overcame
many challenges and persevered in
the work that the Lord has called
her to do,’’ the pope said in his
homily.
Phil McCord, the American
whose restored vision was judged

(66D 765-JUTf>

by the Vatican to be the miracle
necessary for Guerin’s sainthood,
called the ceremony “overwhelmmg.
McCxird, a 60-year-old engineer
who manages the campus of
Guerin’s order, recalled how he had
faced a corneal transplant after
damage from cataract surgery. He
entered the chapel at the college,
asked Guerin for help and his eye
sight started to improve the next
morning, said McCord, the son of a
lay Baptist minister.
Members of Guerin’s order, the
Sisters of Providence of St. Maryof-the-Woods, also attended to the
ceremony. “I’ve been praying for
this since 1 was in the third grade,’’
said Sister Estelle Scully. “And now
I’m 80.’’
Also named a saint was Mexican
Bishop Rafael Guizar Valencia,
who risked his life to tend to the
wounded during the Mexican rev
olution — sometimes disguised as a
street vendor or a musician.
In 1921, he renovated a seminary
in Jalapa, Mexico, but the govern
ment later seized the building. He
succeeded in having the seminary
operate clandestinely for 15 years
in Mexico City. He died in 1938.
Benedict hailed Guizar Valencia
for working tirelessly, even facing
persecution, to ensure that semi
narians were properly educated
“according to the heart of Christ.’’
At least 25,0(X) people paraded
past the remains o f Guizar Valencia
all night Saturday and into Sunday
in Jalapa, the capital of the Gulf
coast state ofVeracruz.
“We hope that (the canoniza
tion) will help people believe more
easily in this Mexican saint,’’ said
Isidro Quechuleno, a Jalapa farmer.
“We really feel like he’s ours and
he’s part of our religiosity.’’
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Justin Pope

terrorist attacks.
“W hat’s remarkable is students
who were in high school at the
time of 9/11, and are now in col
lege, have kept their interest in ser
vice at exceptionally high levels,”
Goldsmith said.
About one-third ofK -12 schools
now have service learning in the
curriculum. A few colleges, and
many individual college courses,
have made service work mandatory.
But Cioldsmith said he does not

ASSOriATKn I'RESS

Sonic call them lazy, more inter
ested in partying hard than helping
out. But a new study shows college
students volunteer at a rate that’s
grown sharply over the last tew
years.
The number of college students
volunteering grew more than 20
percent, from 2.7 million to 3.3
million, between 2002 and 2005,
according to a study being released
Monday by the Corporation
for National &■ Community ■
A b ou t 30 p ercen t o f
Service, a federal agency. The
growth rate for college students
c o lle g e stu d e n ts are
IS more than double that for all
v o lu n te e r in g . T u to rin g
volunteers.
“We have observed a histor
and m e n to r in g are
ically significant surge in ser
th e m o st c o m m o n
vice interest by college stu
a c tiv itie s.
dents, probably the most
remarkable increase since the
‘(«reatest (ieneration’ of World
War II,” said Steve Goldsmith, the believe such mandatory service
former mayor of Indianapolis and explains the increase, noting other
chairman of the corporation.
indicators such as strong demand
Altogether, about 30 percent of for slots in the corporation’s
college students are volunteering, AmeriCorps program. A recent
with tutoring and mentoring the national survey of college freshmen
most common activities.
found the highest level of interest
Utah, Idaho and Oklahoma had in helping others in 25 years.
the highest percentage of college
Still, the report finds a growing
students
volunteering,
while
trend of “episodic” volunteering, in
(ieorgia. New York and Nevada had
which students participate in differ
the lowest.
ent
projects but devote less than
The study uses data from the
Current Population Survey, a regu two weeks at a time to each, rather
lar household survey conducted by than regularly contributing to one
the government that in 2002 began project or organization.
Episodic volunteering may also
asking questions about volunhave been boosted by the moreteerisni.
That means the study doesn’t than 200,()()() college students,
show the trend before 2002, but many of them giving up fall and
much of the spike in volunteerisni spring breaks, who volunteered to
seems to date to the Sept. 11,2001, help rebuild the Gulf Coast after

Hurricane Katrina.
“I do think college kids are given
a bad rap,” said Katie Franck, a
senior at Elon University in North
Carolina who traveled to the Gulf
Coast on her fall break, and coordi
nates an after-school mentoring
program at Elon that is rapidly
expanding. “When they’re given
the opportunities and it’s facilitated
the right way, they’re willing to
donate a lot of time and energy to
others.”
On Tuesday, Elon will be one of
three institutions to receive the
first-ever President’s Higher
Education Community Service
Honor Roll awards for general
community service. The other
winners are California State
University, Monterey Bay and
Indiana
University-Purdue
University Indianapolis.
Louisiana State, Tulane and
Jackson State will receive awards
for their hurricane relief efforts.
Among the report’s other find
ings:
• Thirty-three percent of female
college students volunteer, com
pared to 26.8 percent of males.
• Among volunteers, tutoring
(26.6 percent) and mentoring (23.8
percent) are the most common
activities. White students are more
likely to volunteer than blacks (32
percent to 24.1 percent), but black
students who volunteer are more
likely to be tutors or mentors.
• Students who work part-time
(1-15 hours per week) volunteer at
higher rates than students who
don’t have jobs.
• About 23 percent of college
student volunteers serve with reli
gious organizations, compared to
about 35 percent o f volunteers
overall.

Peace Corps
Life is calling. How far will you yo^
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Human Immu
éncy Virus-HIV
Acouirad Immun« D«fld«ncy Syndrom« - AIDS
96% of people with HIV live in the developing world

____

By the end of 2005,40.3 million people were living with HIV/AIDS, including
miHlon w om en and 2.3tniHion chHdren under the age o f V5
A 9 million people b ^ r n e n ^ y Infected w lt f ^ lV In 2005, Including 700,000
children. O f these new Infections, 3.2 million occurred In Sul>Saharan Africa.

Turning Hope Into Action: Peace Corps Volunteers respond to the
HIV/AIDS crisis
Peace Corps Volunteers live arxj work in communities that are the most affected by the
'
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Greg Small
Asstx lATKi) P ress

HONOLULU — A strong
earthquake shook Hawaii early
Sunday, causing a landslide that
blocked a major highway on Hawaii
Island and knocking out power
across the state, authorities said.
The state Civil Defense had
unconfirmed reports of injuries, but
communication problems prevented
more definite reports. Gov. Linda
Lingle issued a disaster declaration
for the entire state, saying there had
been damage to buildings and roads.
The quake hit at 7:07 a.m. local
time, 10 miles north-northwest of
Kailua Kona, a town on the west
coa.st of the Big Island, said Don
Blakeman, a geophysicist at the
National Earthquake Information
Center, part of the US. (ieological
Survey.
Blakeman said there was no risk
of a Bacific-wnde tsunami, but a pt)ssibility of significant wave activity in
Hawaii.
The Pacific Tsunami Center
reported a preliminary magnitude of
6.5, while the U.S. Geological
Survey gave a preliminary magni
tude of 6.6. It was followed by sev
eral strong aftershocks, including
one measuring a magnitude of 5.8,
the Geological Survey said.
“We were rocking and rolling,”
said Anne LaVasseur, who was on the
second floor of a two-story, wood
framed house on the east side of the
Big Island when the temblor struck.
“I was pretty scared. We were sway
ing back and forth, like King Kong’s
pushing your house back and forth.”
Betsy Garties, who lives in North
Kohala on the northern tip of
Hawaii Island, said she was lying in
bed w'ith one of her two young chil

ASS(x:iATED
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dren when the quake struck. She
first stood under a door frame as
safety experts advise, then found that
too wobbly for comfort and ran into
the yard.
“It was strong enougli that it was
wobbling, so you almost lost your
balance running out into the yard,”
Garties said. “The house was visibly
rocking.”
The quake caused widespread
power outages, and phone commu
nication was possible, but difficult.
By mid-day Sunday, power was
restored to Hilo on the Big Island
and was starting to be restored to
Maui, said Chuck Anthony, a
spokesman for the Hawaii National
Guard. Officials did not have a firm
estimate of how many people were
without power.
In Waikiki, one of the state’s pri
mary tourism areas, worried visitors
began lining up outside convenience
stores to purchase food, water and
other supplies. Managers were let
ting tourists into the darkened stores
one at a time.
Karie and Bryan Croes waited an
hour to buy botdes of water, chips
and bread. “It's quite a honeymoon
story,” said Karie as she and her hus
band sat in lounge chairs surround
ed by their grocery bags beside a
pool at RcsortQuest Waikiki Beach
Hotel.
On Hawaii Island, also known as
the Big Island, there was some dam
age in Kailua-Kona and landslide
along a major highway, said Gerard
Fryer, a geophysicist at the Pacific
Tsunami Center.
Lingle said in a radio interview
with radio station KSSK that she had
no report of any fatalities. She said
boulders fell on highways, rock walls
collapsed and televisions had been
knocked off stands.

HIV/AIDS pandemic. Volunteers change hearts and minds about HIV/AIDS. Com e see
how you can help make a difference!

T h e Cal Po ly C o rp o ra tion 's
A n n u a l A u d it
has been com pleted
for FY 2005-06.

Information
on campus:

W ednesday, Oct. 18
ll.O O a .m . lO O p .m
In fo la tile ' A lpha /e ta
f u n t tio n
Ag Circ le

W ednesday, 0 ( t, 18
6:00 p.ni. / : i0 p . t n
Info session, ' ( al Poly
t ilira ry
F^ooni 7 0 /

Copies are available to the
Public at the Corporation
Administration Building #15.

T h e Cal P oly H o u s in g
C o rp o ra tion 's
A n n u a l A u d it
has been com pleted
for FY 2005-06.
Copies are available to the
Public at the Corporation
Administration Building #15.

Campus Projects,Quarterly Update - Fall, 2006
Construction Management Building

Poly Canyon
Projected Completion Dates:
Phase 1 - Summer, 2008
Phase 2 - Summer, 2009
Construction Start Date: Fall, 2005
Description: Apartments to accommodate nearly 2700 students,
located on the northeast side of campus. The complex will have 618 units and 1930
parking spaces, study areas, laundry units, retail space and swimming pool.
Agriculture Building relocations completed: Bull Test and Feed Mill have been moved
and the new Beef Center (formerly Bull Test) is now in use. The new Animal
Nutrition Center (formerly Feed Mill) is under construction.
Program Manager: Brookwood Program Management. Atlanta, Georgia
Design*Build Contractor: Clark Design Build of California, Oakland
Architect: Niles Bolton, Atlanta, Georgia
Visit Facilities Planning & Capital Projects for construction photos and live web cam:
httD://www.facilities.calDolv.edu/homefD.htm

Projected Completion Date: Winter, 2008
Construction Start Date: Spring, 2006
Square Feet: 48,000
Demolition of the old Air Conditioning building is complete and the
contractor has started construction.
The project includes a new building for the College of Architecture and Environmental
Design, housing Construction Management and Architecture. It will include additional
lecture space and renovations.
Architect: Austin Veum Robbins Partners (AVRP) San Diego
General Contractor: Straub Construction, Bonsall, California
For construction photos:
http://www.facilities.catpoly.edu/homefD.htm
campus projects ^ project news

Bonderson Projects Center

Alex. G. Spanos Stadium
Projected Completion Date: Phase I, Fall, 2006
Description: Phase I - West Side Bleachers and Memorial Plaza
The project includes over 3600 seats, realignment of California
Blvd. (completed spring, 2005) permanent restrooms and a
memorial plaza at the southeast corner of the stadium.
Architect: RRM Design Group, San Luis Obispo
General Contractor: Maino Construction Co., Inc. San Luis Obispo
For construction photos:
httD://www.facilities.calDQlv.edu/homefp.htm

-> cam pus projects ^ project news

Projected Completion Date: Fall, 2006
Construction Start Date: March, 2005
Square Feet: 21,000
Stories: li/z
Description: In 2001, Paul R. Bonderson Jr. and Sandra K.
Bonderson established the Bonderson Excellence in Engineering Gift Fund for Projects.
The fund benefits the College of Engineering and Computer Science Laboratory
Renovation and Upgrade. The Projects Center is a new facility for senior projects and
other related activities.
Architect: John Trautmann, Santa Monica
General Contractor: Maino Construction Co., Inc., San Luis Obispo
For construction photos:
http://www.facilities.calPOlv.edu/homefp.htm

Engineering IV

cam pus projects

project news

Housing Administration Building

Projected Completion Date: Winter, 2007
Construction Start Date: February, 2005
Square Feet: 104,000
Stories: 3
Description: (JCA) College of Engineering (CENG)
The project will provide a new building for CENG that will house Aerospace
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering,
Materials Engineering, Civil and Environmental Engineering and Biomedical
Engineering.
Architect: AC Martin Partners, Inc. Los Angeles
CM at Risk: Gilbane Building Company, Phoenix, Arizona
Visit Facilities Planning & Capital Projects for construction photos and live web cam:
http://www.facilities.calDolv.edu/homefD.htm

Bella Montaña
Faculty and Staff Housing

Projected Completion Date: Spring, 2007
Construction Start Date: Spring, 2006
Square Feet: 8,300
Description: Replacement of the existing Housing Administration
building with a new, larger building. The new building will
accommodate operations serving students in existing halls as well as
the increasing on-campus student population provided by the Cerro Vista Student
Housing and future Poly Canyon Village residential complexes.
Architect/Engineer: RL Binder FAIA Architecture and Planning, Playa del Rey
General Contractor: RSH Construction Atascadero, California
For construction photos:
http://www.facilities.calPOlv.edu/homefp.htm
campus projects -> project news

Marine Science Education Research
Center - Seawater Pumping System

Projected Completion Date: Fall 2007
Construction Start Date: April, 2005
Description: The Cal Poly Housing Corporation is
developing a 5.58 acre site on Highway One at Highland
Drive under a long term ground lease from the university.
Limited housing supply and overwhelming demand in the county have created a
critical need for employee housing. The Bella Montana development will provide 69
two and three bedroom condominium units for sale to eligible employees
under program guidelines developed by the Cal Poly Housing Corporation.
Design-Buikj Developer: BDC Development Corp., Pismo Beach
Architect: LGA, Pismo Beach
For construction photos:
http://www.facilitles.calPolv.edu/homefp.htm
campus projects
project news

Projected Completion Date: Early winter 2007
Construction Start Date: April, 2006
The project will provide a seawater pumping and filtration system
enclosed in a new 1600 sq ft building at the Marine Science
Education and Research Center on the south end of the steel and
concrete pier that extends into San Luis Bay. The seawater lab will be used to provide
life support for local fauna and flora for both undergraduate education and
collaborative research efforts.
General Contractor: Specialty Construction, Inc. San Luis Obispo
For construction photos:
htto://www.facilities.calpolv.edu/homefp.htm
campus projects -> project news

FOR MORE ON BELLA MONTAÑA, V IS IT CAL POLY HOUSING
CORPORATION'S BELLA MONTAÑA WEBSITE:
htba://vww;i)dlomontonahome>.corn/

FOR MORE ABOUT CAMPUS PROJECTS, GO TO THE FACILITIES
PLANNING B CAPITAL PROJECTS WEBSITE:
httP‘7/www.fodlKit>xalpolv.edu/homtfp.htm

Building Permits Required
for all Campus Projects

Sustainability at Cal Poly
Biennial Progress Report

All construction projects - large or small - must go through the campus
building permit process. A building permit is required for all departments,
offices and student projects whether or not they are using their own
resources. For a building permit application and more detailed information
on the process, go to the Facility Services web site and click on Building
Permits:

Cal Poly Facility Services, together with Facilities Planning & Capital Projects, and in
cooperation with the Vice President's Sustainability Advisory
Committee, worked over the summer to publish the Biennial
Progress Report on Campus Sustainability for 2006. The
document details progress made in campus planning,
development and operations to move toward a greener campus,
and in response to the Talloires Declaration signed by President
Baker In 2004. The report contains information about energy use, transportation,
water resources, solid waste and recycling, and land use. The document is available
online through the Facilities Planning Website at:
http://www.facilitics.calPolv.edu/homefp.htm -»Building for Sustainability -»biennial
progress report.

http//www.foc8ltl<>.cq|polv.tdu/hoiTwfp.htm
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Jon Lovitz brings laughs to cam pus
Devan McClaine

everyone in SLO to know' he’s not a
Jew, he’s Jewish.
The show had an international
It was “Saturday Night Live” all flavor with Australian-born comedi
over again at the Christopher Cohan
an Jim Short opening for Lovitz.
Lertorniing Arts Center on Saturday
Short continued Lovitz’ habit of disnight. The reason? Former “SNL”
association declaring to the crowd,
cast member Jon Lovitz was in
“Mel Gibson is yours now, he’s not
town. The veteran of 30 films
ours anymore. Mel Gibson is from
including “A League ofTheir O w n”
New York.” The stand-up veteran
and “Benchw'armers” regaled the
was hilarious for the five minutes he
crowd with his thoughts on every
w'as on stage.
thing from his own sexuality (he’s
Lovitz is working backwards in
not gay but hob Saget is another
the fact that he is an actor going to
story), to his religion — he wants
stand-up, and it
shows. He’s not
as polished or
smooth
in
delivery as most
accom plished
comedians, or
maybe
that’s
just Lovitz, I
don’t know.
That said, he
had some really
good bits, such
as teaching the
mostly gentile
audience what
the
Yiddish
word
“hutzmeans.
(X)URI KSY m o R )
“Lance
Jon Lovitz in “The Producers” as Matthew Brodericks
Armstrong
has
crazy boss, performed at the PAC Saturday night.
hutzpah...well.

M USTANCi IM IIY

one hutzpah really.” Finally, he laid
it out in far simpler terms saying,
“Hutzpah is Hitler moving to Israel
and asking ‘why is everyone picking
on me?
The weirdest thing was hearing
Lovitz drop the f-bomb in the first
couple of minutes. I’ve seen a bunch
of his movies, but 1 don’t remember
hearing him cuss. It was kind of awk
ward, like getting used to watching
your grandparents make out. You
know it’s gonna happen, but nothing
prepares you for its arrival.
Unlike your grandparents, Lovitz is
a delight to watch. His stand-up
career is in it’s relative infancy, which
is apparent as he fumbles over his
words a bit, but it quickly becomes
part of the act.
C')ne of the best portions of the
show was when he got into a “raise
your hand if” bit with the audience.
The first came when he asked all the
Gatholics in the audience to raise
their hands. Upon doing so, Lovitz
ofiered a well timed apology for
“killing their Lord.” Good stuff.
The second came when he asked
all the Republicans in the mom to
raise their hand. He then congratu
lated them for being “winners” then
instructed everyone in the audience
to look .It them. I’m pretty sure he
lost the conservative portion in the
audience after that.

Lovitz closed the show with a rous
ing musical tribute (he’s got a decent
voice and plays the piano pretty well)
to his best friend, comedian Bob
Saget. Side note: remind me to move
to a different country if my best friend
ever gets big in show business.
Lovitz gave a stirring musical trib
ute to the sexuality of the former
“Full House” star, including covers of

“Knights in White Satin” and “Hey
Jude.” It was a perfect end to the
show for two reasons.
First off, 1 had no idea Jon Lovitz
could sing, much less play piano.
Second, anytime you can watch the
pitchman for Subway perform a
musical parody of the star of “Full
House,” come on — endings don’t
get any better.

Cfiecfi out wfiafs Qoin^ on in SLO County tdis
‘weed. yvH^tfier i t ’s art, fifm, music, tkeater or
cufture, ^OLY^QLLjfosts tde Cutest events.

• Tuesday, Oct, 17, 8:15p*m.
This weeks ASI-sponsored Free Fall Flicks
movie w ill be 'You, M e and D upree,featured
in Chumash Auditorium.
Wednesday, Oct. 18, 8 p.m.
Doug Varone and Dancers w ill perform at
the Spanos theater. Tickets are $ 38 to $44.
•

Thursday, Oct. 19, 11 a.m.
Come enjoy a homecoming rally with the Cal
Poly football team during U U Flour.
•

Join Us For Monday Night Football

•

Friday, Oct. 20, 6 p.m.

Ziggy Marley is playing at the Pozo Saloon
with opening artist Samantha Stollenwerck.

• P rtx e d iv e a w a ^ s
WWW.MUSTANGDA1LY.NET

• H a p p ^ h o u r p r ic in g
i p e r h o w l ^ r a n d p r i x e ^ r v f c r ie e

JKSSKJ\ GRFENWALT
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O ne Mistake Shouldn't C o st You Your Future

> $ 1. B e e r s 6c $5 P i - b c K e r s
E .v e r u s c o r e
( 1 p e r p e rs o n / s c o r^ )
A tto rn e y
S e rv in g th e n e e d s o f

( 8 05 ) 5 4 3 - 25 Z 6

1850 M o n -t e r e y S t:
S a n L u i b O b tB iK i» 93401

Cal Poly & Cuesta
s tu d e n ts since 1998

FREE initial
consultation!

DUI & Drug Cases

Drunk in Public Violations

Misdemeanors & Felonies

Personal Injury

Em ploym ent Law

____

i K*

*

544-7693

Iwww.stulberg.comi
Jstulberg@stulberg.com
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you’re hanging out with
your friends who you
endearingly call “wine-aholics” and you’re discussing your
favorite wines. Everyone is quick
to name their favorite red and what
seems to be the “in” varietal at the
moment. All of the sudden your
mom walks in on the conversation
and drops her opine. “Well, gosh
darn it, 1 just L-O-V-E White
Zinfandel.”
At this moment in time you are
left wondering where she came
from and how she just embarrassed
you more than her collection of
baby photos ever could. So why the
faux pas? Why do people shy away
O,

S

from sharing their true feelings on
White Zinfandel?
Two Words: jug Wine. We’ve all
been there before on our quest for
better wine. That’s right, we’ve all
done the “Blush Slumping,” just
admit it. You’ve got to start some
where. 1 believe White Zinfandel is
the perfect starter. It’s young, it’s
sweet and it certainly will never
complain about your lack of exper
tise.
White Zin is fresh, fun, exuber
ant and best of all uncomplicat
ed...perhaps reminiscent of your
crush from the dorm's. So why the
looks of disgust and disapproval?
Most
likely
because W hite

live Music

The
With

Expendables

Moods of Melodies

wines, check out Beringer’s 2005
Zinfandel started as a fad wine to to Wikipedia.
For all those readers out there White Zinfandel ($5 to $7).
evangelically convert beer drinkers
into wine drinkers. It was also who have never tried wine but However, if you enjoy a crisper,
there around the time of wine would like to, 1 would recommend drier spin on Zin, try Turning
Reserve W hite
coolers, spritzers and those hideous to you this “Wine on Training Leaf’s 2005
spandex aerobics outfits.
Zinfandel ($4 to $6) on for
Twenty years ago White
_____
___
size. This little blush wine
Zin was the “it” drink —
works with just about any
as long as you brought it
meal, specifically light pas
For all those readers out there w h o
tas. Try out Rachel Ray’s
to a party in a jug for
have never tried w ine but w ould
recipe “You Won’t Be
everyone to share.
Single For Long Vodka
In the 1970s a Napa
like to, I w ould recom m end to you
Cream
Pasta”
Valley winery by the
this “W in e on Training W heels.”
(Foodnetwork.com
)
name of Sutter Homes
along with your newly
began experimenting on
T he transition fiom there to w hite
found pal White Zinfandel
how to perfect their
w
ines
is
a
very
sm
ooth
one.
tonight.
ultra-gourmet Zinfandels
Feel free to submit any
by draining juices in
recommendations, favorite
order to concentrate
wines or recipes to laurencolor and flavor in the
remaining wine. Well, one particu Wheels.” The transition from there jeter@gmail.com.
lar winemaker accidentally tasted to white wines is a very smooth
Laureti Jeter is a 2005 wine and
this runoff juice and was surprised one.
by its sweet and mild nature.
Well, maybe if you’ve been viticulture (graduate and is currently
White Zinfandel is grown from around the vineyard block a few pursuing a master’s in aj^ business.
Zinfandel grapes and is not a sepa- times, you might prefer the good
rate varietal, rather a method of old-fashioned original.
T hat’s
production. This blush wine goes right, Zinfandel, the bold, spicy and
through a “Stuck Fermentation,” in passionate older sister. She’s the
other words, the yeast dies before it more complicated, drier and expe
has a chance to turn most of the rienced of the two.
(fOl d que.sUon
sugar into alcohol.
But Zin’s not one you can learn
you can't ask
In essence. White Zinfandel is a to love overnight. White Z in’s
yttur m om ?
stunted version of Zinfandel with a your best bet if you’re looking for
milder, sweet taste. Because of its something fun and short lived. So
more subdued nature, it is easy to for those of you who secretly have
Send your questions to
see why White Zin is the third a “Blush Crush,” 1 have a few rec
mustangdailyonline@gmail.com
most popular wine bought in the ommendations.
United States as of 2006, according
If you enjoy sweet, smooth

Ask Mustang Mom

Woodstock’s Pi2za
Halo Tournament
Air Guitar Hero
Dance Dance Devolution
T h u rsd a y

I,asl.calpoly.edu

October
o p . m

. . . 2 a . m

.

*

at the Recreation Center
ASI will be every student's connection
to the ultimate college experience.

Mechanical Bull
DJ Mel From 106.1
Inflatable Activities
Bungee Run
Gladiator Joust
Big Glove Boxing
Super Mega Obstacle Course
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WRITE A LETTER
Mustang Daily reserves the right to
edit letters for graniniar, profanities
and length. Letters, coninientaries and
cartoons do not represent the views of
the Mustang Daily. Please limit length
to 250 words. Letters should include
the writers full name, phone number,
major and class standing. Letters must
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CORRECTIONS
T he Mustang Daily staff takes
pride in publishing a daily newspa
per for the Cal Poly campus and
the neighboring community. We
appreciate your readership and are
thankful for your careful reading.
Please send your correction sugges
tions to mustangdaily@gmail.com
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Giving credit where Global wanning may be
micro-credit is due just a lot o f hot air
t might not be strewn
across TV screens and
newspaper headlines every
day like the pictures of Kim Jongil or Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, but
right now poverty is a bigger
threat to the health and stability
of this world than the “Axis of
Evil.” Every day 3(),(MK) people
die because they are too poor to
afford food
or medicine.
Half
the
worlds pop
ulation, three
billion peo
ple, lives on
less than $2
per day and
800 million
live on less
than $1 a day.
C] 1 e a r 1 y ,
poverty
is
one of great
est
global
c h a lle n g e s
humanity has
e v e r
faced,which
is why 1 was
overjoyed
to
hear
that
Muhammad Yunus and his inspi
rational Grameen banking model
were being internationally recog
nized.
Muhammad Yunus, the socalled “Banker to the Poor,” was
awarded with the Nobel Peace
Prize on Friday for his pioneering
of micro-crediting, which has
helped millions escape the strains
of poverty. Yunus’ revolutionary
lending system originated mod
estly enough with his Grameen
bank in the poverty-riddled
streets of Ban^adesh in 1976.
Grameen began lending out
micro-credit, small loans to poor
Bangladeshis who did not qualify
for loans from conventional banks
because they lack either the col
lateral, steady employment or a
verifiable
credit
history.
Borrowers use the loans, which
average about $200, to buy their
own tools and equipment, thus
cutting out middlemen and
empowering them through selfemployment and entrepreneurship. Even to this day there aren’t

I

many requirements needed for a
Grameen loan. However, there is
strong social pressure to repay,
because loan recipients must form
groups of five and group mem
bers can only qualify for future
loans when all other members
have resolved their current loans.
Despite being unconventional,
one can’t argue with the results as
the Grameen
bank proudly
claims to have a
99
percent
repayment rate.
The success of
the
Grameen
model
has
inspired similar
efforts around
the world. The
World
Bank
estimates there
are now more
than
7,000
microfinancing
in s titu tio n s ,
serving 16 mil
lion poor peo
ple in both the
developing and
the industrialized world, and
these auspicious numbers aa* only
expected to keep rising.
Considering the times we live
in, 1 am oveijoyed that the Nobel
Committee decided to choose
Muhammad Yunus. More often
than not the Nobel Peace Prize is
given to people who excel in the
area of conflict resolution, and
you can’tblame the committee
members considering the media’s
daily reminders of the threats
posed by terrorists and rogue
regimes.
Nevertheless, this time the
committee decided to look
beyond the battlefield to remind
people that there are many other
peace-rebted issues existing that
deserve equal attention, like the
^obal poverty problem. More
importantly the committee also
reminded us that solutions like
micro-crediting and people like
Muhammad Yunus do exist.
Patrick Molnar is a business
sophomore and Mustang Daily polit
ical columnist.

NOTICES
The Mustang Daily is a “designat
ed public forum.” Student editors
have full authority to make all con
tent decisions without censorship or
advance approval.
The Mustang Daily is a free news
paper; however, the removal of more
than one copy of the paper per day is
subject to a cost of 50 cents per
issue.
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cientists have been trying to
warn Americans about the
impending doom of climate
change since the late 18(K)s. The
paradox is that they cannot decide
whether the earth is cooling off or
warming up.
'
An article titled “Fire and Ice,”
published by the Business and Media
institute, outlines four major swings
in media hysteria concerning global
climate change,
in the early
parts of the
20th century.
The New York
Times ran sev
eral
stories
about the signs
of a new ice
age. Then, in
the 1930s, there
was a series of
articles about
record-break
ing heat waves
with no end in
site. This panic
was followed in
the mid 1970s
by even bolder
assertions
of
another impending ice age.
World renowned climatologists as
recently xs the 1970s were convinced
that the world was entering a pro
longed period of global ctxiling.
Newsweek reported in April of 1975
that meteorologists “are almost
unanimous” that
catastrophic
famines were sure to result from the
global cooling.
Prominent scientists at the time
were even making wild propositions
about the drastic steps world govern
ments should take to counter the
cooling trend. In some of the more
extreme cases, there were plans to
divert Arctic rivers and to cover the
poles with bbek soot to melt the
pobr ice caps to stave off the next ice
age.
All of that abrmist talk about the
dangers of ^obal cooling seems
ridiculous now, but it was main
stream scientific thinking just 30
years ago.
Now, Americans are inundated
with dire predictions that human
activity is causing global warming at
an alarming rate. Climatologists warn
that our affluent lifestyle, especially
our cars and power plants, are caus
ing a shift in greenhouse gases that
will kill us all. Ironically, cars and
power pbnts apparently were not
making a significant impact when
these same scientists predicted an ice
age in the 1970s.
I’m not disputing or denying that
there is evidence that our world is
currently warming up. That may be

S

true. 1 am just urging caution due to
the long history of indecision about
climate change.
We cannot afford to jump on
every climate change bandwagon
and implement every radical pro
posed change. Remember, if we
would have listened to the extremists
in the 1970s, we might have cornpletely melted the polar ice caps,
This is one of the reasons why the
ridiculous
California Global
W a r m i n g
Solutions
Act
signed recently by
(ÌO V .
Arnold
Schwarzenegger
is so disappoint
ing. He unilater
ally committed
our state, which
already leads the
nation, to even
more stringent
carbon emission
standards. While
cutting pollution
is a noble goal,
thinking that his
actions will help
prevent the entire
world fiom heating up is comical.
The regulations will raise energy
costs in C'.alifornia and further hinder
our businesses in markets that do not
impose these regulations. These eco
nomic reasons are what led the
United States to reject the emission
standards in the Kyoto Protocol. The
Clinton administration estimated
that joining the treaty would cost
America “several hundred billion
dollars each year.”
The most astonishing fact is that
liberal environmentalists think the
Kyoto Protocol is too weak to begin
addressing their global warming
concerns. They concede that the
treaty would have no practical
impact, but only a symbolic effect on
slowing climate change. Peter
Roderick of Friends of the Earth
International admits that “everybody
agrees that Kyoto is really, really
hopeless in terms of delivering what
the pbnet needs.”
Spending several hundred billion
dolbrs every year and knowing it
will make no difference is the worst
policy we could ever impose on our
selves. The United States is doing the
r i ^ t thing by rejecting these expen
sive and worthless regulations and
California would do well to follow
the country’s lead.

H A LF

M att Bushman is a civil engineering
senior and M ustang D aily political
columnist.
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Use what you learned in kmdetgarten
o know how to read seems
simple enough; I can still
remember learning the
letters of the alphabet in kinder
garten. However, in third grade we
had what was called a victory drill
book, which I hated with a passion.
This book was supposed to teach us
to work on our pronunciation of
words. Each page contained four to
five columns of words such as bat,
cat, nap and map (words got longer
with each page). We had two chances
to improve our time at reading as
many words as we could in a minute.
I would get so frustrated as my
teacher, Mrs. Curtis, would glance at
the stopwatch every time I mispro
nounced a word. 1 can laugh now at
what 1 thought was the end of the
world, but the necessity to read
quickly still haunts me.
It is the fourth week of school and
I have already fallen behind in my
reading.
It s so easy. 1 remember my second
semester at community college when
I took a U.S. history class and even
though I loved the subject, would

T

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
Cam pus bikers exp eri
enced and capable
Wednesday’s staff commen
tary about the “danger” of
walking around campus due to
bikes is bogus.
First of all, the primary bike
riding contingent on campus
are well-experienced mountain
and road bikers, the wheelmen
and triathletes (and those of us
who ride for fun) typically have
years of experience riding.
Your self-admitted paranoia is
an insult to our skill as riders.
Next, I do not appreciate the
comment that “all you bikers ...
are unaware...or ignoring (the
rules)” as if we were criminals.
The “walk zones” are truly
criminal. Inner Perimeter Road
is a regulatio- size street, and if
you can’t leave one little space
open for bikers, then you are
worse at walking than we are at
riding. Oh, and as for “walk
zones are for walking,” that’s
right they f— ing are! If you
spent more time looking at
yourselves (“all you pedestrians
out there”) you’d realise that
Via Carta has bike lanes and
walking lanes and I see a mil
lion more clueless pedestrians
walking there than riders on
Inner Perimeter. I am always
amused at the grimaces I get
from police officers who warn
me about fines for riding in the
walk zone, when I ask them if
there’s a fine for walkers recip
rocating.
And here’s the best part: did
you even take time to read the
responses in your own paper
about “do you think bicyclists
are courteous to pedestrians?”
I find it interesting that just

find myself book in hand when 1
woke up the next morning with a
quarter of the chapter read.
This course required me to read at
least two hours a night. For some
reason I had
trouble with this.
Go figure.
■
Since I’m a
journalism
major,
one
would think 1
could
breeze
through a read
ing assignment
with as much as 1
read on a daily
basis. I can't.
The
funny
thing
about
reading assign
ments is that
professors know
students don't read all the material.
Then why assign 40 to 50 pages of
reading a night? We feel stupid and
unprepared and you professors treat
us like we are in kindergarten, feedmg us the basics from the chalk-

board.
At the same time students resent
the fact that the professors outline
chapters during class time. Why
read the text if we have to sit

time and students have become
accustomed to being hand-fed the
information.
In fact, if there were a course at
Cal Poly that taught me how to
read more efficient
ly, I would sign up.
It's funny because
reading is such a key
part of our lives, yet
we get tired of it so
quickly and the only
way to get better is
to do what we dis
like.
Since no course
offers reading strate
gies, 1 decided to
turn to the Internet
to get some pointers
for the next time I
....... . .... .
have to read three
chapters in one
night.
The No. 1 tip is not to read in
bed because for that one second
you become weak and rest your
eyes, there is no going back. One
Web site offers a very key point: Ask

T he funny thing about reading
assignments is that professors
know students don’t read all the
material. T hen w hy assign 40 to
50 pages o f reading a nigjit?

one of the (admittedly small
sized) sample claimed any
grievance against bikes. You
seem to be alone in your ter
ror.
As for my bicycling sister
who almost made you “a new
design on the pavement,” 1
apologize. Most riders are
supremely aware of their sur
roundings, as they may ride
between trees and rocks, or
long distances on U.S. Highway
1, and tend to know how to
avoid accidents there. We
know what we’re doing, so
please, keep the paranoia and
hypocrisy inside from now on.
Jake H are
Biological sciences junior

W hatever your m ode
o f tranm ortation, be
respectful
I bike from the corner of
Laurel and Johnson to campus
everyday, so I guess people
would label me as a “biker.” Tm
not one of those mean bikers
that everyone has been writing
about though. I really do try to
stay in the “friendly” zones (the
bike lanes and the right side of
the road according to Ms.
Tiffin), stop at stop signs, and
generally just keep out of the
way of all the zooming cars as
much as possible.
Bikers are constantly looking
out for cars, but the cars are
not always looking out for us. I
know this from experience
when I almost got hit last year
and avoided the collision only
by slamming on my brakes and
flying over the handle bars of
my bike. My bike was broken
and the driver was gone. So
yes, bad things happen to bik
ers, too.
However once I lock my
bike up, I instantly become a
pedestrian and 1 agree, both
bikers and drivers alike can
speed way too fast through this
campus. Aside from biking and

through class while you go over
each point mentioned? This seems
to be a vicious cycle; students don t
tead the expensive books professors
require because there is not enough

yourself, why did the professor
assign the reading? Sometimes it
may seem like busy work, but there’s
a purpose. What are you supposed to
get out of it? OK, the next step cre
ates some work, but it helps to jot
down notes and comments about
the section because you know the
next day you can’t remember what
you read. Another great tip is to skim
sections of the text, because once
you know what the point of the
reading is, and then it’s easy to bypass
all the fluff and get to the facts.
In other words, I hate to admit it,
but maybe the victory drill book
offers the best advice, to keep at it
on a routine basis and it becomes as
easy as cat, bat, nap and map.
OR
I hate to say it, but the victory
drill book offers the best advice,
make reading part of your routine
and it becomes less overwhelming
taking It word by word, page by page
until it’s the chapters end before you
know it.
Nicole Small is a journalism senior
and Mustang Daily staff writer.

walking, I have also experi
enced the agony of being
behind the wheel, eying that
last parking spot in the close
lot (still practically a mile away
from my class room), and hav
ing hoards of pedestrians flood
the crosswalk in front of me,
acting as though I am invisible
— then I have to watch the
spot go to someone else.
So the point is, this pedestri
an-biker, biker-driver, driverpedestrian or whatever other
war that is going on is null.
Everyone has been a driver,
biker, pedestrian, skater, passen
ger, etc. and everyone has been
wronged at some point or
another. People will break the
rules and that’s life. Deal with it
and just try to keep out of their
way. So, bikers try not to piss
off the drivers, pedestrians stay
out of the damn bike lanes, and
drivers, just try not to run any
one over.
M egan M allonee
Biological sciences senior

Polls m isleading and
confusing
Your poll on Jurassic Park IV
(although the responses appear
to be written in college sar
casm), was very misleading.
Being a father of a 10 year old
who is very much a
dinosaur/monster fanatic, we
watch the movies often. We just
viewed the first installment
Friday night. Your thoughts
were not arranged in declining
order. The ambiguous, “Oh
God ...” left me wondering if
this was a shriek from a helpless
soul being devoured by a
Raptor at El Corral Bookstore.
We would love to see a new
dino-terror flick, but only if
directed by Master Speilberg.
Please try to be fair when ask
ing public opinion. We may or
may not get what we wish for.
Angelo Vega
Morro Bay
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When all your powers combine ...
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Poly mens basketball
team has first practice
The Mustangs return a
plethora o f talented guards
from last year’s 10-19 squad.
SPORTS INHIRMATION REPORT

PATRICK TRAUTFIELD MUS iANc; daiiy

Cal Poly sophom ore middle blocker Jaclyn H ouston (11) spikes the ball past UC Santa Barbara’s Lauren
M cLaughlin (16) and Brett Quirarte (8) in the Mustangs’ 3 0 -1 7 , 3 0 -2 2 , 30-27 win Saturday night.

trip, “1 think we’ll have a good
chance. I’m not going to get
continued from page 12
greedy. 1 want them to keep get
Pacific (Oct. 19) and Cal State ting better as a team.”
For now, Stevenson is happy
Northridge (Oct. 21). Cal Poly has
with
the progress his team has
four of its final six Big West match
es at home, including crucial con made, having apparently exceeded
tests against Long Beach State the No. 2 spot it earned in the Big
(Oct. 27) and UC Irvine (Oct. 28). West preseason coaches poll.
“All in all. I’m very happy,” he
“ If we come back 8-0,”
Stevenson said of this week’s road said. “To beat (UC) Santa Barbara

Volleyball

Soccer
continued from page 12

apiece.
“The first two shots of the game
were a real downer, but we came
back strong in the second half and
showed our dominance,” Cal Poly
midfielder Brian Jones said after the
game.
The luck just wasn’t there, even

in three anytime, anywhere is an
excellent feat.”
The 2,468 fans were the most at
a Cal Poly home volleyball match
since 2,322 watched the Mustangs
hand UCSB a 3-2 NCAA
Tournament Northwest Regional
loss Dec. 2, 1989.
“The crowd was fantastic,”
Stevenson said. “We’ve got an
exciting product.”

with the Mustangs in Gauchos ter
ritory the majority of the game. In
the last 20 minutes, UCSB was
down a man after a red card was
given to defender Andy Iro.
“First we couldn’t get anything
going, after the two shots we had
the opportunity for sure, we just
couldn’t finish,” Cal Poly midfielder
Jose Garcia said. “That’s what hurt

Barbara, they played direct,
launched balls forward, at that time
we weren’t ready to deal with it,”
Cal Poly first-year head coach Paul
Holocher said.
Although it was a disappointing
loss, Holocher said the team is
young and will learn how to win
games as big as the one Saturday.
Cal Poly visits Cal State
US.
Northridge on Wednesday and
“We have to give credit to Santa hosts UC Irvine at 7 p.m. Oct. 21.

Runners
continued from page 12

ond, while Florida finished thiai
(2-Sth).
C'al Poly finished above BYU
(ranked ninth), Virginia (16th),
Eastern Michigan (28th), William
and Mary (19th) and Arizona State
(2(>th).
The Mustangs will return to
action Oct. 28 with the long-.iwaited
Big
West
(amference
tdiampionships hosted bv ('al Polv
at the Fairbanks Memorial Ooss
(anintry Cauirse across from Cluesta
t aillege.

Streeter Seidell of

CiAUq^Uiumn
<j
Only on..

mustangdaily.n«t

The C]al Poly men’s basketball
team opened its 2006-07 season
with a noon practice Saturday.
Head coach Kevin Bromley
returns 11 letterwinners, two trans
fers and a redshirt freshman from
last season’s squad and welcomes
one true freshman.
Returnees are highlighted by AllBig West Conference First-Team
selection
and senior
Derek
Stockalper. The wing led the team
in both scoring and rebounding
with 12.9 points and 6.7 boards per
game.
Joining Stockalper on the wing
will be fellow senior Tyler McGinn
and sophomore Coby Leavitt.
McGinn started 21 games last sea
son and scored 8.1 points and
grabbed 3.6 rebounds per game.
Leavitt started the first seven games
of the season before he was side
lined with an injury.
The team’s lone true freshman,
Charles Anderson, will play the
wing. Anderson averaged 13.1
points and 6.0 rebounds as a senior
at Bakersfield High School.
At point. Cal Poly returns two
all-freshmen team selections, Trae
Clark and Chaz Thomas. Clark,
who was named Big West Freshman
of the Year, averaged 8.3 points and

Scoreless tie for M ustang
women’s soccer team
Cal Poly has still not lost a
Big West Conference game.
SKIRTS INFtIRMATION RF.K1RT

The Cal Poly women’s soccer
team (7-5-3, 1-0-3) remained
unbeaten in the Big West Cxmference
as it battled C'al State Fullerton (7-62, 3-1-1) to a scoreless draw Sunday
at Titan Stadium.
The Mustangs have gone into
double overtime in five of their last
six matches and now have a double
overtime a*cord of 1-1-3.
C!al Poly’s defense was tested early
as the Titans registered five shots on
goal in the first half. Junior goalkeep
er Alii Franiel notched four saves,
while the defense came through with
a team s.ive when a shot by junior
Stacey Thompson w.is cleared just
befoa* It went over the uoal line.

Earn $100-$200/shift. No experience necessary.
International Bartender School will be back in SLO one week only. Day/Eve.
classes. Job placement pt. time/full time openings, limited seating, call today!

1 800 859-4109
-

-

2.8 assists. Thomas checked in with
7.7 points and 3.2 assists. Also at the
point will be junior Clayton
Osborn, who played in 22 games
and started three.
At shooting guard, junior Dawin
Whiten returns. Whiten, a two-time
all-conference selection, averaged
1! .6 points and 2.6 rebounds and
was the team’s top scorer in 200405 as a freshman. Adding depth at
guard will be redshirt freshman
Rick Higgins.
The third senior, Joe Henry, will
lead the forwards and centers on the
team. The 6-foot, 7-inch forward
played in 27 games and started in
one. Joining Henry for his second
year with the team will be Titus
Shelton.The 6-7 forward played the
final 17 games of the season after
starting the year injured. Shelton
averaged 17.7 points and 7.5
rebounds at last season’s Big West
Tournament.
Zach Thurow (6-9) returns for
his junior season after playing in 18
games at the post position. Thurow
scored 1.4 points and 2.2 rebounds
per game last year. Also returning to
the squad is junior John Manley (68), who is returning from an injury
suffered during the 2(X)4-05 season.
The two transfers are both post
players. Dreshawn Vance (6-8) came
to Cal Poly from the University of
Portland while Matt Hanson (6-7)
transferred from St. Cloud State.
Both are juniors after redshirting
last season.

MHintJlllllWltOBiltngsctiBOl.cwii

The Mustangs gained momentum
and kept the Titans on their heels in
the second half. Cal Poly’s best
chance to score came late in the sec
ond half when senior forward Kelsey
C'arroll served a ball into the box that
was headed wide by sophomore for
ward Ashley Vallis.
Senior
midfielder
Danielle
Camarena teamed up with C'amdl
early in the first overtime for the
Mustangs’ lu*st chance to end the
game, but C^imamnas’ divnng header
off of Clarmlls cross went wide.
The Tiuins managed two shots in
the second overtime.
The Titans edged the Mustangs in
shots 13-7. with C'al State Fullerton
goalkeeper Karen Bardsles' earning
four s,ives.
The Mustangs will try for their
second Big West w in at 7 p.m. Frid.iy
at Pacific.

Poly singles
players lose
Young fell 6-3, 6-3 in quarters.
SI’ORIS INI OR MAI ION REKIRI

HIGHEST
TANDEM JUMP
CALIFORNIA
I •0»-740-f09f

C'al Poly men’s tennis players com
peted on the second day of Fmsno
State’s Bulldog Classic on Saturday.
I )arR*n Young dixYpped a 6-3, 6-3
decision to C'-harl Wolmarans of San
Diego in the quarterfinal round.
In the consolation semifinals, Nick
Berger fell 7-6, 4-6,10-4.
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N)(^mens field hockey team beats U C SB, 2-0
or sopluimores to account for the
21 players.
Ogle set the pace of the game
when she placed the first goal on
Nicole Small
M U SIA N (, D A i n
the Gauchos within the first 10
minutes on a short-corner penalty
The Gal Poly vvoincu's field shot.
hockey club team wrangled UG
The second goal was made by
Santa liarbara 2-0 on Saturday.
Hmilv Kirw'an in the last half when
('al Poly iniproi.. J to 2-1-1 with she punched the ball over the goal
the win.
keeper's head and into the bo.\.
1 here are a few veterans on the
UC'SH had a few close shots on
team, , such as Samantha Itider, goal, one of which a Gaucho shot
Ashley Ogle, Katie Miyashiro, two feet from the goal box that C'al
Hnttany Follett, Hana Michaelis and Poly goalkeeper Adele Schopf
Junny Kuo.The rest are all freshmen blocked.
The M ustangs are off to a 2-1 -1
start.

C\il Poly volunteer head coach
Cdiris Fuller, 21, said the next two
games are important as well, but this
game was a “good confidence
booster.”
U('SB coach Scott Fillery said
playing C'al Poly is alw.iys a tough
game and the score is generally real
ly close.
“Clal Poly executed their chances
in the right areas and put the ball in
the net when they had the opportu
nity," Fillery said.
Call Poly next hosts UG I )avis at
11 a.m. Oct. 21 on the field behind
the Kec CTmter.

S in t e r

Crossword
ACROSS

32 Singer in Abba

1 Part of a flower
or wineglass

33 Give up a poker
hand

5 “Exodus” author
Leon

34 “Vive le

9 “Aladdin” villain

35 Th e best place
to sit

14 Volcano output
15 Quarter of a
bushel
16 Had dinner at
home

r

39 Vietnamese
New Year

EeJited by Will Shortz

58 Take care of, as
a store
59 Prez, e g.
60 Like a stamp
pad

6t Guitarist
Townshend
62 Carve in stone

40 Abhor

DOWN
1 Response to a
42 Long journeys
17 J a i ___
rude remark
45
Name
holders
18 Sycamore or
A fisherman
cypress
might bring
46 “Little piggies”
back a big one
19 Diploma
47 About, on a
receivers, for
Sen. Bayh of
memo
short
Indiana
48 The best place
20 The best place
They show you
to see
to sleep
to your table
54 Narrow
23 Drought relief
Ready for a
openings
challenge
24 This-and-that
55 Ending with
dish
Second airing
peek or bug
25 Most strange
Summer coolers
56 Place to order a
in tiny cups
28 They may be
ham on rye
tapped for
8 ___-Ball
57 Secret stash
fraternities
(arcade game)
9 Alternative to a
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Mercedes or
BMW
M s Tp I iì k ie i j i o i n i z i e i
In jeopardy
□□□OQUQOÜB
N
B
Burlesque show
accessory
12 Capitol Hill
worker
E.R. workers
Attacks
Loses hair, as a
□ a O B D
dog
25 "We re ___See
the Wizard"
□□□□□□
26 Hung on the
□□□□□□
clothesline
41 Make up (for)

□□an □
□□ □□

1

3“

(4

No. 0904
ÏÏT

n

T? TT
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(7
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M ustang m en third,
w om en eighth at
C al Poly Invitational
Sophomore Jeff Lease was the
second Mustang to cross the finish
line with a time of 2h:.U.i), earning
him ninth place.
Finishing 21st for the Mustangs
was freshman Andy Wright with a
Sl'O KIS INIOK.MAI ION R I I 'O K I
time of 27:22.() and 24th place
The C-al Poly men’s cross coun went to freshman Nathan Fluerta
try team placed third at the VS with a time of 27:32.4.
Freshmen Kimberly Donatelh
Athletics/C'al
Poly
Open
Invitational on Saturday at the led the C'al Poly women’s team,
Fairbanks
Memorial
Gross taking third m the race with a time
Gountry C'oiirse while the of 1K:0V.3.
junior ICachel Valhere finished
women’s team placed eighth.
The ('al Poly men’s team w,is led 21st with a time of 1S:4.S.V fol
by
freshman
Bridie
by freshman Joe Gatel, who placed lowed
third overall with a time of 2(> min McC'arey, who placed 44th with a
time of 19:22.0.
utes, 17.2 seconds.
W ith its top runners at the
Pre-N ational in Indiana, the
Cal Poly m ens cross country
team still fared well.

Chargers crush 49ers, 4 8 -1 9

3?"

5T
4?

43

44

sr

Pual» by Mtto N e » n ^ ~ ‘

27 Prank that’s not
nice

37 Training group

48 Custard dessert

38 Conferencegoer

49 Highway exit

28 Yachts, e g.
29 Otherwise

43 Relieve

30 On one’s way

44 Felt

3t Trig functions

45 Like secret
messages

33 Whip

A week after forcing five turnovers
in the second half of a win against the
Oakland Raiders, San Francisco
allowed five first-half touchdowns to
the San Diego C'hargers in a 4S-19
defeat Sunday.
Josh Dubow
San I )iego scored touchdowns on
ASStK lATfel) PRESS
its first four possessions — getting a
pair
o fT l) passes from Philip Rivers
The San Francisco 49ers followed
up one of their best defensive halves and two scoring runs by LaDainian
Tomlinson.
with one of their worst.
“The\’ exposed some of the weak
nesses that we continue to have on
third down and in pass defense,” San
SU
Idolku
T o d a y ’« S o u u T to N «
Francisco coach Mike Nolan s.iid
“On defense we can stop the run,but
1 5 2 4 8 9 3 7 6
the other things continue to give us
trouble.”
7 3 9 2 5 6 8 4 1
After the 49ers got a s.ifety when
4 6 8 3 7 1 2 9 5
Rivers was called for intentional
grounding m the end zone, the
3 8 7 1 2 4 6 5 9
(diargers finished the half with
5 9 1 7 6 3 4 2 8
another touchdown drive, si'oring on
2 4 6 8 9 6 7 1 3
Tomlinson’s 1-yanl run with 33 sec
onds left to make it 35-19.
9 1 4 6 3 7 5 8 2
“They did a great job.” San
6 2 5 9 4 8 1 3 7
Francisco cornerback
Shawtae
8 7 3 5 1 2 9 6 4
Spencer s.ml.
T om linson ripped San
Francisco for 135 yards from
scrim m age and four rushing
touchdow ns.

39^

50 Theater award
51 Student’s book

36 Where VapoRub 47 “Not gonna do
may be rubbed
it"

52 Monthly util, bill
53 Having
megamillions
54 Chem. or biol.

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656. $1.20 a minute, or, with a
credit card, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years' 1-8 8 8-7-A C R O SS
Online subscriptions. Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year).
Share tips; nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for your>g
solvers: nytimes.com4eamir>g/xwords

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

CAMPUS CLUBS

Research Candidates

Assistant in fast paced real estate
office in SLO. High energy, great
attitude, presistence and some
computer skills are what we’re
looking for. Part-time ok but need
mornings mainly. No experience
required. Fax resume to 544-2837
attn Karin/ Hal (805) 781-3750

STUDENT ASSISTANTS
CSC / CPE
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT &
MAINTENANCE
Java, C, C-F-F, Database. Linux.
68HC11 Assembly
$8.00 to $12.00 per hour DOE
EMAIL RESUME
nhockada@calpoly.edu

Need a new hairstyle?
Come see KELLY at
Thomas Everett Salon.
Free haircut with color or
highlights. Not getting color?
$10.(X) off your haircut.
First time clients only.
Call today! (805)543-6480

F.O.O. Friends of Omegas
Support Polaris Project
to Stop Modern Day Slavery
More info: (408) 306-4684

CMRG is actively looking for
Research Candidates to
participate in a clinical trial. If you
are 18 years or older, diagnosed
with a Sinusitis Infection and have
had symptoms longer than 7 days
and less than 28 days with two
of the following: Facial Pain,
Purulent Nasal Discharge, Frontal
Headaches, Maxillary Dental Pain,
or Fever, you may qualify for this
clinical research study. Please call
Coastal Medical Research Group
at 805-549-7570
for more information.
Time and travel may be
reimbursed for qualified patients.
Part Time Web Person
Skilled in Photoshop retouching.
FTP , web design to help
photographer to create new
website. See davidschoen.com
and call (805) 471-0875

Research Candidates

Coastal Medical Research Group,
Inc. is conducting a clinical
research trial for participants with
Candidiasis. Are you 18 years
of age or older? Do you have
vaginal itching, burning or
irritation? You may qualify to
participate in this research study.
Qualified participants will receive
study related medical exams,
investigational medication and
reimbursement for time and travel.
Call for more information:
Coastal Medical Research Group,
Inc. 805-549-7570

Now Hiring Part time/ Full time
up to $11.00 per hour.
The Shoe Pavillion/
Pismo Beach Outlet Center
(805) 773-3354
MODELS for Art, Beauty, and
Swimwear. See davidschoen.com
and call David at (805) 471-0875
NEED A LOAN?
DON’T KNOW WHERE TO START?
CALL THE EXPERTS
1-877-681-5104
QUICK & RELIABLE SERVICE
SHOUT OUTS! FREE EVERY THURS

Classified Ads Website
www.mustangdaily.net

TRAVEL
SKYDIVE TAFT
100% ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem
& AFF Excellent Safety Record
Student Discount
www.skydivetaft.com
(661) 765-5867

HOMES FOR SALE
Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes .com

Raise the Respect
Educating student about injustices
happening globally. Take Action!
RaisetheRespect@gmail.com

QUOTE OF THE DAY
“Whatever happens, happens..."
Quotes

-F

Facts FREE! 756 1143

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: Sunglasses in Bldg 13
Call 909-633-8022
Lost Parasitology/Hematology
Notebook. Please call Ray:
(805) 264-1156
FOUND: Amanda’s Ford Keys
Call Bryan 805-234-4337
Lost and Found ads are FREE
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2 0 th -ra n k 6 d P o ly v o lle y b a ll te a m sw eep s
riv a l U C S B , sta y s p e rfe c t in B ig V ifest
In front o f its largest home
crowd since 1989, Cal Poly
handed rival UC Santa Barbara
a 3-0 loss Saturday night.
Tristan Aird
M U STAN G DAILY

Before the start of the volleyball
season, Cal Poly sophomore middle
blocker Jaclyn Houston set a goal
for the team to go undefeated in
the Big West C'onference.
That was kept possible Saturday
night, when the 2()th-ranked
Mustangs swept visiting rival UC'
Santa Barbara by scores of 30-17,
3:'-22, 30-27. The 2,468 tans m
Mott Ciym marked the largest
home volleyball crowd since 1989.
“They’re a big rival,” Houston
said. “We knew it would be a big
crowd.”
Ranked No. 20 in the American
Volleyball
C'oaches
Association/College Sports TV
poll, C'al Poly (14-4, 6-0) at times
overpowered four-time defending
Big West champion UCSB (11-8,
3-3).
“We dominated in every aspect,”
said Cal Poly junior setter C'helsea
Hayes, who had 37 assists and five
digs, “1 think at the beginning (of
the season) we were underestimat
ed a lot and we took advantage of
teams. Now we have the capability
o f shutting teams down.”
That the Mustangs did, winning
their seventh straight match overall
and third straight by a score of 3-0.
Cal Poly is off to its best Big West
start ever and best conference start
overall since 1985, when the

Mustangs were members of the
now-defunct Pacific Coast Athletic
Association.
“This was a huge win because
we had the chance to over-train
with the looming Ciaucho rivalry
or rest them a bit, train properly,
and we did that,” Cal ’^oly head
coach Jon Stevenson said. “We
came out and played with enough
fire. O ur blocking was excellent.”
Indeed, Cal Poly had 15.5 blocks
compared to just 4.5 for UCSB.
Much of that was because of the
towering presence of the 6-foot, 3inch Houston, who in the first
game alone had five kills and hit
.714. She finished with six kills and
hit a match-high .462.
“She’s getting better and better,”
Stevenson said of Houston. “She’s
got so much potential.”
Sophomore outside hitters Kylie
Atherstone and Alicia Waller led
the Mustangs with 13 and 10 kills,
respectively, and had 11 digs apiece.
Cal Poly freshman outside hitter
Ashleigh Bertoni had eight kills,
senior outside hitter Candace
Milton added six kills and junior
libero Kristin Jackson had a teamhigh 13 digs.
The Mustangs overcame a 4-2
deficit in the first game and a 12-8
deficit in the third game. Waller had
five kills and five digs in the second
game, in which Cal Poly led 17-9
before UCSB got as close as 22-20.
Although it did not come into
play Saturday, Cal Poly is 5-1 this
season after losing the first game.
“We have a really tough mental
ity,” Hayes said. “We were down 20 against a lot of teams and came

back. We’re just really mentally
tough.”
Chemistry is noticeable on the
court for Cal Poly despite a roster
with just two seniors. The
Mustangs have wins this season
over No. 10 Texas and No. 11
Hawaii.
“ It starts with our passing,”
Hayes said. “Our passing’s been
really solid.”
Through 17 matches, Atherstone
led the Big West in kills per game
(4.28).
“(Atherstone) is right there with
any spiker in the country,”
Stevenson said. “She’s attacking the
ball as well as anyone I’ve seen. She
hit a few lasers (Saturday).”
Waller
is
right
behind
Atherstone in Big West leaders in
kills at 4.04 per game.
The numbers signify a staggering
turnaround from the point at
which Cal Poly was 5-24 overall
and 3-15 in conference in 2004.
The Mustangs were 19-6 and third
at 10-4 in conference last year, but
were left out of the NC'AA
Tournament. The Big West sent six
teams to the tourney in 2003 and
2004, but just two in 2005.
Stevenson said his goals before
the season were to go undefeated at
home, win the Big West and reach
the round of 16 in the NC'AA
Tournament. All three are still pos
sibilities.
Though he called it a “tall
order,” Stevenson said running the
table in the Big West would
become especially possible if the
Mustangs can win matches at
see Volleyball, page 10
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PATRICK TRAITFIELD

Two first-half gpals Poly men’s runners
enougji for (Taucbos finish eigji^ at
Cal Poly outshot rival UC
Santa Barbara 15-8, but still
lost the Big West Conference
game Saturday night.
N ic o le Sm all
MUSTANG DAILY

A crowd of 1,123 fans packed the
Sports Complex on Saturday night
to watch a display of fancy foot
work and.card distribution.
But despite the Cal Poly men’s
soccer testtn outshooting visiting
Big Wes^‘ Conference rival UC
Santa Barbara 15-8, the Gauchos
still handed the Mustangs a 2-0 loss.
Cal Poly fell to 6-6-3 overall and
2-3-1 in the Big West while UCSB
improved to 8-6-0 and 4-2-0.
The first goal was scored in the
11th minute by UCSB’s Eric Avila.
Only 40 seconds later, Bongomin
Otti knocked the ball past diving
Cal Poly goalkeeper Eric BranaganFranco for UCSB’s second goal.

Tyler Rosenlund assisted on both
goals.
Branagan-Franco said he felt
more pressure playing one of Cal
Poly’s rivals, but that’s what makes a
game exciting.
UCSB ended its three-game los
ing streak.
“This is a big win for us and will
get us back on track,” UCSB for
ward Tino Nunez said.
The Mustangs dominated the
field after the two goals were made,
with 10 shots on goal to UCSB’s
three.
There were many close shots on
goal in the second half, including a
crowd-stander attempt by
K.J.
Lenehan from the left side, but
UCSB goalkeeper Kyle Reynish
made an amazing save when he
tipped the ball over the crossbar.
Because of the a^ressive play, the
two teams combined for five yellow
cards, one red card and had 13 fouls
see Soccer, page 10

Pre-National
Phillip Reid’s 33rd-place finish
on the 8K course led the
Mustangs.
SPORTS IN K IR M A T IO N R EPO RT

The Cal Poly men’s cross coun
try team had a strong showing
Saturday at the NCAA PreNational race with an eighth-place
finish at an event hosted by Indiana
State in Terre Haute, Ind.
The Mustang? placed above five
teams ranked ahead of them in the
national polls.
Cal Poly entered the race ranked
30th in the nation and was led by
junior Phillip Reid’s 33rd-place fin
ish on the 8K course. Reid paced
the Mustangs with a time of 24
minutes, 11 seconds.
Redshirt
freshman
Evan
Anderson was the second Mustang

MUSTANt; DAILY

Cal Poly junior setter Chelsea Hayes (13) and senior outside hitter
Candace Milton (9) go for the ball against UCSB sophomore outside hitter
Lauren McLaughbn in the Mustangs’ 30-17, 30-22, 30-27 win Saturday.

to cross the finish line with an over
all placing of 42nd. He finished
with a time of 24:17.
Sophomore Troy Swier placed
58th with a time of 24:31 while
senior Luke Llamas finished with a
time of 24:37 in 68th.
Senior Brian Baker rounded out
the scoring runners for Cal Poly
with a 90th-place finish and a time
of 24:48.
Also competing for the Mustangs
was senior Jameson Mora (103rd)
with a time of 24:52 while fresh
man Leif Anderson (143rd) finished
with a time of 25:10.
Josh McDougal from Liberty
won the race with a time of 23:14
while Iona’s team won, placing five
runners in the top 50. Iona entered
the race ranked fifth in the nation.
Stanford, ranked third, was secsee Runners, page 10

M ustang
wrestling
team starts
ranked 17th
Cal Poly finished 23rd in the
nation last season.
S K IR T S IN R IR M A T IO N R E K iR T

Wrestling
International
Newsmagazine released its annual
preseason collegiate wrestling poll
Oct. 11, with the Mustangs ranked
No. 17 in the nation.
Cal Poly, which finished 23rd
last season, also had three individ
ual rankings — 125-pounder
Chad Mendes (sixth), 133pounder Darrell Vasqucz (fourth)
and 141-pounder Dave Roberts
(10th).
During the 2006-07 season, the
Mustangs will host preseason No.
3 Oklahoma and Oklahoma State,
which is the preseason No. 2 and
four-tim e defending national
champion.

